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Purpose: The hypothesis is that an imaging technique based on decompression and segmentation of
B-scan images with morphological operators can provide a measurement of the integrity of equine
tendons.
Methods: Two complementary approaches were used: �i� Simulation of B-scan images to better
understand the relationship between image properties and their underlying biological structural
contents and �ii� extraction and quantification from B-scan images of tendon structures identified in
step �i� to diagnose the status of the superficial digital flexor tendon �SDFT� by using the proposed
imaging technique.
Results: The simulation results revealed that the interfascicular spaces surrounding fiber fascicle
bundles were the source of ultrasound reflection and scattering. By extracting these fascicle bundles
with the proposed imaging technique, quantitative results from clinical B-scan images of eight
normal and five injured SDFTs revealed significant differences in fiber bundle number and areas:
mean values were 50 ��11� and 1.33��0.36� mm2 for the normal SDFT data set. Different values
were observed for injured SDFTs where the intact mean fiber bundle number decreased to 40 ��7�
�p=0.016�; inversely, mean fiber bundle areas increased to 1.83��0.25� mm2 �p=0.008�, which
indicate disruption of the thinnest interfascicular spaces and of their corresponding fiber fascicle
bundles where lesions occurred.
Conclusions: To conclude, this technique may provide a tool for the rapid assessment and charac-
terization of tendon structures to enable clinical identification of the integrity of the SDFT.
© 2010 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.3292633�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrasound �U.S.� imaging is a widely used diagnostic tech-
nique to evaluate equine superficial digital flexor tendon
�SDFT� structures after injury and during healing. After its
introduction in the early 1980s by Rantanen,1 the examina-
tion of SDFT structures in horses with U.S. rapidly became a
standard procedure.2–5 The technique is now routinely used
in everyday equine practice, for diagnosis, serial assessment

of healing lesions, and the evaluation of treatments. How-
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ever, several technical limitations are known to reduce its
diagnostic accuracy and confidence level.6 One of these limi-
tations is the presence of speckle noise on the resulting
B-scan images, which affects image interpretation as well as
the accuracy of computer-assisted diagnosis techniques. The
inability of some sonographers to comprehend the B-scan
image content makes feature extraction, analysis, recogni-
tion, and quantitative measurements difficult.

Several studies have been done to describe the acoustic

texture pattern of normal and pathological SDFT tissues but
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conflicting results were often reported. Qualitative studies
were done to assess texture of clinical B-scan images of nor-
mal horse tendons in,7–9 in which parallel and linear hyper-
echoic structures appeared. In injured equine SDFTs, areas
where fibers were disrupted appeared hypoechoic, due to the
disorganization of the interfascicular spaces and the loss in
collagen density. Such studies compared histological cross
sectional area �CSA� to corresponding B-scan images, and
showed that matching hyperechoic structures with histologi-
cal features is often complex and inaccurate.10 A hypothetic
conclusion was that the hyperechoic structures of human and
equine tendons are caused by coherent specular reflections at
the interfascicular spaces, which surrounds fiber bundle
fascicles.10–13 Investigations on the relationship between the
echo structure pattern and instrumentation variability con-
cluded that it had no effect on the SDFT B-scan pattern
observed; hyperechoic structures would thus be caused by
real structures.4 Other studies11,14 also revealed that the hy-
perechoic structure density on B-scan image planes repre-
senting the CSAs decreased from the proximal to the distal
regions and strongly depended on the insonation angle.12

Furthermore, an in vivo study on human Achilles tendons13

reported that the hyperechoic structures were numerous, and
as expected, thinner with increasing U.S. frequency.

It is difficult to extrapolate such results to situations
where different instrumentations are used without a full un-
derstanding of the image-formation process. The limitations
imposed by U.S. imaging systems to extract tissue structures
from returned echoes are well recognized6 and a solution is
to process raw radio frequency �rf� U.S. data, now provided
by a few manufacturers. However, rf scanners are not of
common use in veterinary medicine. Consequently, we intro-
duce an image pattern investigation of decompressed B-scan
images of SDFTs to help identifying normal from injured
tendons. Simulation studies are proposed to support such de-

FIG. 1. �a� Hierarchical organization of the tendon �Ref. 21�; �b� microstruct

�Ref. 24�.
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velopments. The reliability of simulations has been investi-
gated theoretically and experimentally to predict the appear-
ance and properties of images.15 Simulations were used to
understand the decrease in echogenicity of B-scan images
during myocardial contraction,16 to investigate the distorting
influence of intervening tissues on the quality of medical
B-scan images,17 as well as interactions of U.S. waves with
the trabecular bone.18 Simulation permits objective analysis
of the interaction between U.S. waves and tissue structures.

To process simulated and in vivo B-scan images and as-
sess conclusions of previous authors, a new imaging tech-
nique extracting SDFT structures is proposed. This technique
identifies bright structures on two-dimensional �2D� B-scan
images by first recovering the uncompressed 2D rf envelope
signal,19 and then performs 2D morphological operations to
extract fiber bundles. With such a method, we aim to ame-
liorate the current performances of SDFT B-scan image
analysis by focusing �i� on simulations to investigate the
B-scan image contents with the aim of establishing that the
hyperechoic structures originate from the interfascicular
spaces surrounding fiber bundles; �ii� on the extraction, with
a method based on decompression and segmentation of
B-scan images with morphological operators, of these hyper-
echoic structures corresponding to the interfascicular spaces;
and then �iii� on the quantification of the intact fiber bundle
number and their areas to discriminate objectively between
normal and injured SDFTs. The quantification of the fiber
bundle characteristics was first used to validate the simula-
tion results of two SDFT specimens by comparing the com-
puted parameters to those found using histomorphometric
evaluation,20 and then to discriminate objectively the features
of in vivo U.S. images of eight normal and five injured
SDFTs.

f a SDFT CSA showing fiber fascicle bundles and the interfascicular spaces
ure o
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II. METHODS

II.A. Simulation strategy

II.A.1. Microstructure and B-scan features of the
SDFT

The SDFT consists of highly specialized connective tis-
sues, which are organized into a hierarchy of structures that
include collagen �main structural protein�, fibrils, fibers, and
fascicles.21–23 As shown in Fig. 1, fibers are arranged in pri-
mary fiber bundles. These bundles gather to form secondary
fiber bundles �fascicles� and these latter are joined together
on the same bundles called tertiary fiber bundles. Fiber
bundles are surrounded by a loose connective tissue, called
the endotendon or interfascicular space connective tissue,
which provides vascular supply, lymphatic vessels, and prob-
ably a circular mechanical support. The interfascicular space
thicknesses of the tertiary bundles are much bigger than
those of the primary and secondary fiber fascicle bundles
�see Fig. 1�a��. The collagen is mainly located at fiber bundle
fascicles and it represents 80% of dry weight tendon. Inter-
fascicular space areas are poor in collagen and filled with a
fluid consisting mostly of water24 �Fig. 1�b��. The fascicles
are regularly parallel to the SDFT loading axis.

The main clinical diagnostic criterion to assess the integ-
rity of the SDFT is the B-scan image echogenicity.7,8,12 As
described earlier, the B-scan image echogenicity features of a
normal SDFT is the presence of parallel and linear hyper-
echoic structures, when scanning is performed by aligning
those structures perpendicular to the U.S. beam �Fig. 8�a��. It
was hypothesized that those structures correspond to the in-
terfascicular spaces,11–13 which are perpendicular to the U.S.
wave propagation axis and have thickness values higher than
the wavelength. In the case of a lesion, some disorganization
of the interfascicular spaces and loss in collagen density oc-
cur, resulting in a reduction in the echogenicity11 �Fig. 5�c��.
This information was used to design the framework of the
simulation model.

II.A.2. Data collection of B-scan and
macrophotograph images of the SDFT

Real B-scan images and postmortem macrophotograph
slide images of SDFT CSAs were used to support the design
of the simulation model. Clinical images were available only
in B-scan format and were obtained in vivo from eight nor-
mal and five injured horse races at the “École Vétérinaire
d’Alfort,” Maisons-Alfort, Val-de-Marne, France. Horse se-
lection was random without taking into account their age and
sex. The B-scan of CSAs was acquired from the equine
SDFT in free hand mode scanning with a 7.5 MHz linear
array transducer �SSD-2000–7.5 Aloka, Tokyo, Japan�. Scan-
ning was done along the loading axis direction from proxi-
mal to distal regions; free hand speed displacement was
around 1 cm s−1. The resulting B-scan image data set totaled
150 ��20�, mean �SD�, per horse tendon and realigned lon-

25
gitudinally by rigid registration. Two normal animals were
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euthanized and their SDFTs were excised from the proximal
carpal bone in the distal region to obtain a series of macro-
photograph slide images representing CSAs. The structural
information from those images was later used in simulations
to reproduce synthetic B-scans and image structures were
compared to those observed clinically.

The first step in the macrophotograph image collection
process was to embed both SDFT samples directly in a
straight phenolic resin solution to create a support around the
tendon to facilitate slicing manipulations. Both tendons were
cut in 1.3 mm thick CSA slices, regularly spaced using a
microtome �Exakt 300 band system, Oklahoma City, OK�.
On average, 119 ��4� slices were obtained for each speci-
men. The CSA aspects of slices were carefully photographed
by optical microscopy �Nikon SMZ-U� with a camera �Ni-
kon HFX DX�, digitized with a scanner �HP ScanJet 5590,
200 dpi�, and stored in a computer. Similar to B-scan images,
the successive macrophotograph images were realigned lon-
gitudinally by rigid registration.25 Before each acquisition
session, a millimetric grid was photographed to set the size
of each pixel. Typical images of normal tendon slices are
presented in Fig. 2. The dark lines represent the interfascicu-
lar spaces and the structures enclosed by it are fascicles. The
endotendon junction represents a connection point of many
fiber bundles.

The standard histomorphometry20 evaluation was per-
formed to quantify the fiber bundle fascicles from the mac-
rophotograph image data set. It consists of an automatic 2D
image segmentation followed by a statistical analysis to de-
duce the average number and the corresponding areas of fi-
ber bundle fascicles for each tendon. Structural measure-
ments showed that the tendon CSA surfaces of the proximal
and distal regions were 89.7��4.5� and 105.7��4.2� mm2,
respectively. Interfascicular space thicknesses varied be-
tween 54 and 378 �m and fiber fascicle bundles appeared as
nonclosed structures.

II.A.3. Simulation model: The 2D acoustic wave
equation propagation through a SDFT tissue

The acoustic wave propagation through SDFT tissues was
simulated in 2D. A computer software package �The
WAVE2000 PRO, Cyberlogic, Inc., New York, NY� computes
an approximate solution of the 2D displacement field of the
following U.S. 2D wave equation propagation:26

�
�2w

�2t
= ��2�w� + �� + �� � �div�w�� , �1�

where � is the volumetric density of each material compo-
nent of the tissue, � and � are the first and second Lamé
coefficients, and w=w�x ,y , t� are the dynamic 2D displace-
ment field expressed in Cartesian coordinates x and y, where
t is time. The symbols �, �, and div, respectively, denote the
partial differential, the gradient, and the divergence opera-
tors. The WAVE2000 PRO implements a finite difference tech-

nique, as described in Ref. 26.
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II.A.4. SDFT tissue modeling for WAVE2000 PRO

implementation

As described earlier, the two principal components of nor-
mal SDFT are collagen and water. The collagen is mainly
located at fiber fascicle bundles and the material within in-
terfascicular spaces and that surrounding the tendon is as-
sumed to be water.24 The WAVE2000 PRO implements a finite
differences method to compute an approximate solution of
the 2D displacement field.26 The scatterers are considered to
be the nodes of the mesh grid of the finite differences method
and their spatial locations correspond integrally to pixel lo-
cations on the input segmented image �pixels’ number
=nodes’ number�. A simple thresholding to segment the im-
age presented in Fig. 2�a� provides realistic model compo-
nents of normal SDFT presented in Fig. 3�a�. CSAs where
fibers are disrupted �pathological cases� were modeled as
fresh blood �hemorrhage, white area in Fig. 5�a��. Acoustical
properties of collagen, water, and fresh blood were obtained
from Refs. 27–29 �Table I�. As in the clinical acquisition,
simulated images of the tendons were produced by imple-
menting with WAVE2000 PRO a 256-element, 7.5 MHz linear
array model of the transmit and receive transducer. A single
transmit focus of 12 mm from the transducer was used.
The excitation pulse was chosen as a Gaussian-modulated
sinusoid �initial boundary condition�,16 i.e., w�x ,y�
=e−.5�x2/�x

2+y2/�y
2� sin�2�fx�. �x, �y, and f , respectively, define

the size of the point spread function �PSF� in the axial direc-

FIG. 2. Typical macrophotograph images of a SDFT. The dark lines are the
interfascicular spaces and the structures enclosed by the endotendon are
fiber fascicle bundles: �a� Proximal CSA; �b� middle CSA; and �c� distal
CSA.

TABLE I. Acoustical parameters of the SDFT components �Refs. 27–29�.
Parameters �, �, and � are the volumetric density, first, and second Lamé
coefficients, respectively.

Collagen Water at 37 °C Fresh blood

� in Kg m−3 1100 992.63 1055
� in N m−2 1235 2241.0 2634
� in N m−2 962 763 833
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tion �i.e., along the U.S. wave propagation axis�, its size in
the lateral direction, and the spatial central frequency. For
fully developed speckle, the wavelength � must cover ten
nodes in the U.S. wave propagation axis. At f0=7.5 MHz,
the corresponding wavelength is about 205 �m in the axial
direction, �x and �y have equal sizes and are 2�y =2�x=5�
�1 mm. The pulse duration was set at 0.5 �s.

II.B. Image quantification method

The SDFT B-scan image processing strategy used by oth-
ers to quantify image contents has been limited to texture
analysis based on the computation of the first-order gray-
level statistics �mean echogenicity�.8–10,12,14 In the current
study, the extraction of fiber bundle was done with a tech-
nique that follows the schematic diagram presented in Fig. 7.
The stage 1 of the diagram consists in recovering the uncom-
pressed 2D rf envelop signal from the original B-scan image
followed by stage 2, in which we perform a combination of
2D binary operations on the recovered 2D rf envelope to
extract the real hyperechoic structures. In order to quantify
fiber fascicle bundles, we perform a watershed closing op-
eration on the extracted structures to add information in the
parallel axis of the U.S. wave propagation. The watershed
operation closes the extracted hyperechoic structures �Fig.
8�d�� without distorting the initial structures of Fig. 8�c�.

II.B.1. Decompression process of B-scan
images

Clinical U.S. imaging systems employ nonlinear signal
processing to reduce the dynamic range of the input rf image
to match the smaller dynamic range of the display device and
to emphasize objects with weak backscatter. The processing
proposed here is based on a method presented in Ref. 19 to
derive the approximate unprocessed 2D rf envelope image
from 2D B-scan image format. The authors suggested the
following intensity transformation:

IB = D · ln�I� , �2�

where IB is the available B-scan image format, I is the un-
known 2D rf envelope, and D is the mapping parameter.
Theoretically, the uncompressed 2D rf envelope intensity I
approximately follows an exponential probability distribu-
tion for fully developed speckle statistics �random distribu-
tion of a large number of scatterers�.30 Note that the intensity
of the B-scan image IB may follow a different statistical dis-
tribution when compression, filtering, and other postprocess-
ing are applied on received echoes, or when scatterers are
insufficient and/or not distributed randomly �coherent
scatterers�.31 Nevertheless, as suggested by Prager et al.,19

the exponential model was considered here because one can-
not assume or predict the underlying statistical distribution
of received echoes.

The approach is to match the measured normalized mo-
ments �In� / �I�n of I in a known B-scan region with the ex-
pected values for an exponential distribution that is given by
��n+1�. The symbols � . � and �� . � represent the first statis-

tical moment and the Gamma function, respectively. The mo-
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ments are computed for positive values of n, which are not
necessarily integers. The algorithm19 proceeds as follows:

i. Choose an initial value for D;
ii. Invert the compression mapping for a patch of a known

B-scan region using the intensity given by I
=exp�IB /D�;

iii. Compute the normalized moments of the intensity data
for the powers n=0.25, 0.5, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3; and

iv. Minimize the mean squared error between the six nor-
malized moments computed and the six normalized
moments for an exponential distribution to estimate a
value of D.

Knowing D, we can then estimate the uncompressed con-
verted 2D rf envelope intensities I �see Fig. 8�b��.

II.B.2. Binary operations

Segmentation of the recovered uncompressed 2D rf enve-
lope image intensities by 2D morphological operations was
performed to extract the real hyperechoic structures. The fol-
lowing steps are applied successively:

i. The binary operation of Otsu32 on the enhanced image
�Fig. 8�b�� to separate the hyperechoic structures from
the background;

ii. Closing operation �dilation followed by erosion opera-
tions� to fill small holes and to connect contours. The
structuring element that was used is a disk with a ra-
dius of 5 pixels; and

iii. Thinning operation to reduce all lines to a single pixel
thickness.

The extracted structures correspond exactly to the real
hyperechoic structures observed on the image �Fig. 8�c��.
Some portions of fiber fascicle bundles are widely visible in
the perpendicular axis to the U.S. wave propagation; how-
ever, no structures are generated in the parallel axis. To com-
pensate the lack of structures in this axis and also to quantify
fiber bundle fascicles, we proceed with the watershed closing
operation.

II.B.3. Watershed closing operation

The watershed closing operation is the appropriate
method to close the extracted hyperechoic structures. It adds
information in the parallel axis of the U.S. wave propagation
�Fig. 8�d�� without distorting the initial structures �Fig. 8�c��.
The fully validated automatic watershed software �The IM-

AGEJ software, NIH, Bethesda, MD, 2009� �Ref. 33� is used
to close the extracted structures. The watershed algorithm is
based on binary thickenings with a structuring element of
four connected pixels.

Figures 8�e�, 9�a�, and 9�c� show typical results of the
proposed imaging technique applied on the clinical and the
simulated B-scan images, respectively. The overlay of the
extracted contours coincides with the hyperechoic structures

of the images. Fiber bundles were defined as the smallest
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closed structures. The quantitative analyses were carried out
on fiber bundle number and areas of segmented images.

III. RESULTS

III.A. Simulation model and assessment of its validity

An example of a simulated B-mode image at 7.5 MHz is
shown in Fig. 3�b�. The simulated image contains bright
structures drowned in speckle noise. Direct matching be-
tween the macrophotograph SDFT tissue model of Fig. 2�a�
and simulated images revealed that the formed hyperechoic
structures correspond to the interfascicular spaces. Moreover,
the coherent structure brightness diminishes with their de-
creasing thickness. Some vertical bright structures are ob-
served �parallel to the U.S. wave propagation�; they can be
explained by the large thicknesses of the interfascicular
spaces in the vertical direction.

To further assess the simulation model, namely, to dem-
onstrate the presence of one dominant scattering source with
a fairly periodic spatial arrangement representing the inter-
fascicular space structures, we performed the first-order
speckle statistics analysis on simulated B-scan images. A Na-
kagami PDF �Ref. 31� was chosen and its parameters were
estimated using the maximum likelihood function.34 Esti-
mate tests showed agreements between the estimated Naka-
gami PDFs and the real histograms. A typical example of this
agreement applied on the area of interest defined in Fig. 3�b�
is presented in Fig. 3�c�: The estimated parameter m=1.64
�shape parameter� shows that the echo-texture follows a Ri-
cian statistical distribution,31 which indicates the presence of
coherent components in the area of interest. This confirms
our expectation, since it includes interfascicular space struc-
tures.

Additionally, to appreciate the realism of simulations and
the limited capability of U.S. to resolve small structures, we
selected from the histology image of Fig. 2�a�, two different
interfascicular spaces perpendicular to the U.S. wave with
different thicknesses E1�300 �m and E2�90 �m, corre-
sponding to dimensions, respectively, larger and smaller than
the acoustic wavelength of 205 �m �see Figs. 4�a� and 4�b��.
As presented in Fig. 4�c�, strong bright echoes were obtained
from the interfascicular space with thicknesses E1 larger than
the wavelength, and no specific structures could be identified
for the interfascicular space with thicknesses E2 smaller than
the wavelength.

III.A.1. Simulation of a pathological SDFT

An injured SDFT �apparition of a lesion� is commonly
characterized by hemorrhage located in the CSA due to
structure disruption.11 To reproduce qualitatively the echo-
texture pattern of a lesion, a typical histological image �Fig.
5�a�� was modeled with WAVE2000 PRO to produce a synthetic
pathological B-mode image at 7.5 MHz �Fig. 5�b��. The
acoustical properties of the white CSA �Fig. 5�a�, fresh
blood� were obtained from Ref. 29 �Table I�. The back-
scattering from the lesion was hypoechoic. As expected,

similar hypoechoic features can be observed when compar-
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ing the simulated image with a clinical image that presents a
recent injury �early granulation,10 see Fig. 5�c��.

III.A.2. Effect on the insonification frequency on
simulations

To evaluate changes in the echotexture of normal tendons
at different frequencies, simulations were performed at 5,
7.5, 10, and 13 MHz by the proposed simulator �Fig. 6�.
Echo-textures appeared as internal networks of fine, often
parallel and linear bright structures. At higher U.S. frequen-
cies, the interfascicular spaces became clearer and more nu-
merous, had higher reflectivity, and were better separated
from one another. Qualitatively, acquisitions at frequencies
lower than 7.5 MHz provided indistinguishable structures
�Fig. 6�a��, which can limit the diagnosis of normal versus
pathological fiber bundles with the proposed imaging tech-
nique. This result corroborates the in vivo assessment of
echo-texture changes with frequency reported in Ref. 13.

FIG. 3. Simulation result at a 7.5 MHz central frequency: �a� SDFT tissue
model of Fig. 2�a�; �b� simulated B-scan image using the WAVE2000 PRO

Model; and �c� measured histogram and the estimated Nakagami PDF in the
area of interest identified on panel b.

FIG. 4. Comparison of macrophotography and simulated B-mode structures.
�a� Different interfascicular space thicknesses identified by macrophotogra-
phy; �b� SDFT tissue model structures; and �c� corresponding B-scan image

simulated by the WAVE2000 PRO model.
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III.B. Segmentation results

The proposed image processing was first applied on simu-
lated B-scan images to extract the bright structures from the
SDFT CSAs. An example in shown in Fig. 9, the extracted
boundaries were projected over the simulated B-scan images
�Figs. 9�a� and 9�c�� and over the macrophotography images
used to determine the boundaries of the simulation �Figs.
9�b� and 9�d��. As displayed, the extracted contours are very
realistic and reflect the hyperechoic versus interfascicular
space structures perpendicular to the U.S. beam. However,
coarse matching is observed in the parallel axis due to the
absence of real structures on the B-scan images.

FIG. 5. �a� A macrophotography of CSA of the modeled injured SDFT; �b� a
simulated B-scan image of an injured SDFT with the WAVE2000 PRO model by
considering a 7.5 MHz central frequency; and �c� a clinical B-scan image
representing a recent injury, scanned at 7.5 MHz.

FIG. 6. B-scan images of a normal SDFT simulated at different frequencies

by the Wave 2000 Pro model at �a� 5, �b� 7.5, �c� 10, and �d� 13 MHz.
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III.B.1. Quantification of fiber bundles on two SDFT
simulated specimens

Extraction and quantification of fiber fascicle bundles
have been applied on the simulated B-scan image database
�around 240 images� obtained from the two SDFT speci-
mens. The spatial resolution of those images is a priori
known and it was used to set the physical size of closed
structures. Values obtained are presented in Table II and they
reveal that they are similar to those of the histomorphometry
analysis.20 The small variations are potentially caused by the
loss of some structures during the image formation, and
probably by the watershed operator. The agreement between
those values confirms in another way that the targeted hyper-
echoic structures are caused by coherent specular reflections
at the interfascicular spaces observed on the macrophoto-
graph image, and also the accuracy of the proposed imaging
technique.

TABLE II. Fiber fascicle bundle number and their corresponding areas com-
puted form two SDFT samples.

From the simulated
B-scan image data set By histomorphometrya

Number CSA Number CSA

Sample #01 37�2 2.03�0.20 32�5 1.96�0.32
Sample #02 51�4 1.16�0.13 47�5 1.86�0.32

Average on both samples 44�8 1.60�0.47 42�5 1.76�0.60

a

FIG. 7. A schematic diagram of the different stages of the proposed imaging
technique.
Reference 20.
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III.B.2. Quantification of fiber bundles on the whole
in vivo B-scan data sets

Figure 8 shows a segmentation result by the proposed
imaging technique applied on a normal clinical B-scan im-
age. A descriptive analysis of fiber bundles for the whole
data sets �eight normal and five injured SDFTs� is presented
in Table III. The average number of fiber bundles was 50
��11� for the normal SDFTs and 40 ��7� for the injured
ones. The corresponding mean areas of fiber bundles were
1.33��0.36� mm2 for the normal SDFTs and
1.83��0.52� mm2 for injured tendons. In the case of injured
SDFTs, fiber bundles were only selected on the intact fas-
cicles. The computed fiber bundle number �p=0.016� and
areas �p=0.008� were found to be significantly different be-
tween normal and injured samples, using student’s t-tests.
The determined areas for normal SDFTs agree with in vitro
histomorphometric statistics on normal specimens reported
by others35 �1.41��0.52� mm2�.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Simulation results have identified factors governing the
formation of hyperechoic structures on B-scan images. They
have also provided information about the relationship be-
tween the interfascicular space thicknesses and the wave-
length of the U.S. wave propagation in the axial direction.
The final aspect of a B-scan image is mainly provided by
U.S. reflection and scattering at the interfascicular spaces and
by the speckle distribution. Our findings revealed that the
interfascicular spaces are most likely responsible for hyper-
echoic structures on B-scan images. This information cor-
roborates the hypothetic conclusion of previous studies.8–13

The SDFT tissue model can still be improved in order to
enhance the realism of simulated images. The next improve-
ment in our model should be the identification of more com-
ponents than collagen, water, and fresh blood, which are con-
sidered as the main SDFT constituents. Simulation results
were validated in another way by a statistical analysis of the
fiber bundle number and areas on segmented-simulated
B-scan images, obtained from two SDFT specimens, which
were subject to a standard histomorphometric evaluation.20

The agreement between measured and ground true values
confirmed the accuracy of the simulation model.

Moreover, the confirmation of the conclusion that hyper-
echoic structures are caused by the presence of interfascicu-
lar spaces was used to extract internal structures and to quan-
tify the integrity of the fiber bundles with our clinical B-scan

TABLE III. Fiber bundle number and areas in mm2 �mean ��standard devia-
tion�� for eight normal and five injured SDFTs scanned in vivo. p-values are
reported for group differences.

N Fiber bundle number
Fiber bundle areas

�mm2�

Normal specimens 8 50 ��11� 1.33 ��0.36�
Injured specimens 5 40 ��7� 1.83 ��0.52�

p-value ¯ 0.0162 0.0075
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image data sets. The statistical analysis on fiber bundle num-
ber and areas confirmed that our method could objectively
discriminate normal from injured SDFTs. The mean fiber
bundle number of injured SDFTs was smaller than that of
normal ones, and inversely, the mean fiber bundle areas in-
creased for pathological SDFTs �Table III�. This clearly in-
dicates the disruption of the thinnest interfascicular spaces
and of their corresponding fiber fascicle bundles where le-
sions occurred.11,13 Fiber bundle areas of the normal SDFTs
corroborated values found by histomorphometry on 23 nor-

FIG. 8. Fiber bundle structures extraction from a clinical B-scan image by
the proposed imaging technique. �a� Original B-scan image; �b� uncom-
pressed 2D rf envelope; �c� binary operations; �d� watershed closing opera-
tion; and �e� projection of the closed structures over the original B-scan
image.

FIG. 9. Extraction of fiber bundle structures from a simulated B-scan image
using the proposed imaging technique. Projection of the identified closed
structures over the simulated and the macrophotography images of ��a� and

�b�� a normal SDFT; ��c� and �d�� an injured SDFT.
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mal samples35 �1.41��0.52� mm2�. In future works, the fiber
bundle number and areas may be used as robust features in a
pattern recognition problem to classify healing steps of the
SDFT, and to make decisions automatically and accurately
when horses recover from tendon injuries.

A possible potential use is to provide a commercial 3D
imaging software based on the proposed imaging technique
to assist the veterinarians during a routine evaluation of ten-
dons. A 3D view can be generated by stacking successive-
realigned-segmented images and they can be used to better
assess the fiber bundle alignment/distribution along the
SDFT loading axis and potential injury locations. Normal
and injured SDFTs �Fig. 10� are presented as examples of
what veterinarians may visualize to appreciate the integrity
of tendons. Images in Fig. 10 were taken from our clinical
database. Finally, these results could easily be adapted to the
study of human tendons and ligaments.
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